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itSMF Australia and HDAA Partner
Up for Bigger 2013
National Conference

Natural synergies and shared objectives
encourage two prominent independent
industry associations to join forces to
improve member services and expand
the LEADit 2013 Conference in August.

itSMF Australia and HDAA
(formerly known as the
Help Desk Association of
Australasia) have announced
that they will join forces to
enhance the value of LEADit
2013, expanding Australia’s
largest IT Service Management
Conference and Exhibition
to cater for Help Desk
and Service and Support
professionals.
This new partnership will
provide the Help Desk and
Service and Support industry
access to the extended
professional development,
knowledge and learning
provided through a strong
National Conference together
with access to a broad range
of ITSM knowledge.
LEADit 2013 is itSMF’s 16th
National Conference and
will be held at the National
Convention Centre in
Canberra from 7-9 August.
Under the partnership
announced in February,
LEADit 2013 will feature a
larger presence for HDAA,
access for HDAA members,
an extended range of
speakers and additional
content on service desk and
support issues.
Kathryn Heaton, itSMF’s
Chair and National

Conference Director, said
that HDAA’s input to the
Conference program is a
perfect complement to the
organisation’s highly successful
annual three-day national event.
“It has long been understood
that service desk and support
operations are critical to the
effective implementation of
ITSM improvement strategies,”
Ms. Heaton said. “Therefore, it is
only logical to extend the value
of our Conference by including
designated content on this
complementary area of IT.
“It opens new avenues for
us to further grow the event
in terms of the conference
program, delegate numbers
and value to sponsors
while creating enhanced
opportunities to execute our
strategic objective to promote
and develop ITSM
in Australia.”
Both organisations have been
working together informally
for nearly 10 years to increase
awareness of the value good
service management and
support introduces to business
technology but until now there
has been no formal accord.
Under the terms of the
agreement reached between
itSMF and HDAA, there
will be a new “Support

Services” stream added to
itSMF’s LEADit 2013 National
Conference in August. Both
organisations will also share
marketing efforts for the
event and contribute speakers
to the Keynote presentation
schedule.
HDAA’s Managing Director,
Iain Maitland said that a
closer working relationship
with itSMF represented a
watershed moment for the
ITSM industry in this country.
“For members of both
associations, this is a case of
one plus one totalling more
than two,” Mr Maitland said.
“By working together, not only
will this relationship benefit
the industry but it will also
help to shape the industry
as we strive for improved
standards that reflect the
current environment and
ongoing performance
improvement in the delivery
of IT services.
“Bringing together the
practical and theoretical
experience of IT service
desk, support and service
management experts at
one large event is a natural
evolution that will provide a
broader range of material, a
better learning experience and
greater access to knowledge
in one location.”

“It will make the Conference a
more complete and important
professional development
experience for ITSM and
support service professionals.
It is a tremendous opportunity
for IT service desk and
support professionals to
extend their knowledge and
be exposed to potential new
career pathways.”
Greg Porter, Business
Operations Manager for itSMF
said it makes a lot of sense
to promote the common
interests of the organisations
and enhance the value
of membership for both
associations.
“We are very happy to be
developing a closer working
relationship with HDAA,”
Mr Porter said. “Both our
organisations have a common
passion for the development
of the service management
industry, so it is logical that we
work closer together.”
“Under this new collaborative
effort, our two associations
increase the exposure of
ITSM as a whole which
broadens the access we
both have to professionals,
corporations and vendors
in this critical profession and
industry sector.”
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State Branch
Seminars
Prove Their Value
In 2012, itSMF Australia’s State Branch
Seminars showed a 5 per cent increase in
attendance numbers year-on-year as more
and more members discovered the value that
can be derived from sharing in the knowledge
and experience of fellow ITSM professionals.
With seven chapters across the
nation each holding quarterly
gatherings plus miscellaneous
other events, in 2012 itSMF
State Branches hosted 30
seminars (including 70 individual
ITSM presentations) as well
as 18 Special Interest Group
meetings. Each one of these
State Branch events offers a
tremendous opportunity to
make new professional network
connections and to reinforce
existing ones.
According to Justin Clarke,
itSMF Australia’s Director,
Branch Services, State Branch
Seminars are the “grass roots

Justin Clarke
of the organisation” where
members and their guests have
the opportunity to see and
hear about what is happening
at the cutting edge of ITSM.
Contd on page 3

2013 AGM
Date Announced
itSMF Australia’s 2013 Annual General Meeting is scheduled
to be held on April 30 in Melbourne with satellite venues to
be confirmed in Brisbane, Sydney, Adelaide, Hobart, Canberra
and Perth which will allow members all around the country
to be connected by teleconference.
All members of itSMF Australia are invited to attend or
participate remotely in the AGM. The AGM agenda will
include the tabling of an Annual Report, the disclosure of
financial accounts and ratification of the Board elections
detailing office bearers for the next 12 months.
The Board elections are underway with the Council of
Members finalising the process during February.
Keep an eye out for more details about the AGM which will
be distributed to all members via email in the near future.

Your Website
itSMF Australia’s website continues to improve and evolve
as a valuable member information resource. Keep watching
for continued improvements as there are big plans for the
site to be expanded over the next 12 months.
Events, News, Webinars, Bookstore,
Membership, and Much more!

www.itsmf.org.au

Contd on page 3
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CHAIR'S REPORT
KATHRYN HEATON
CHAIR, itSMF AUSTRALIA

Happy New Year
chairs. As an organisation, we
Welcome to 2013. I hope that
are truly honoured to have
everybody had a chance to
people of this calibre making
enjoy a great break over the
such valuable contributions in
holiday season and that batteries
both time and experience to
are recharged and ready to take
the effective operations of the
on what is sure to be another
Forum at the local level.
big year for the ITSM industry as
a whole and for itSMF Australia.
Governance of operations is
Last year was a fantastic one for
another area that will be a focus
itSMF Australia. Our National
for the Board in 2013. One of
Conference was a great success
the many initiatives is to State
with record numbers in terms
Branches develop annual plans
of delegates, sponsors and
which include KPIs for chapters
revenues. In addition, there
and individual office bearers.
was a five per cent increase in
In my involvement with the SA
numbers attending State
local chapter, we have found
Branch seminars and a big
that setting realistic goals and
increase in the number of
KPIs for the year, really assists
people that are attending more
us in remaining focused on
than one per year.
our core objectives, to provide
All of this represents solid
value to our local members.
evidence that these events
This then feeds into the overall
are worth attending because
improvement plans we have at a
they talk directly to the value
Board level to improve the level
provided by the Forum and
and relevance of the services we
address the core objectives of
provide to our membership
knowledge sharing, professional
We constantly review our
development and networking.
services and based on the
If you have never attended
results of our most recent
a seminar or only do so
reader survey, we are currently
infrequently, I urge you to make
reviewing this publication (the
2013 the year when you elect
Bulletin) with the view to
to get more involved.
transitioning it to an electronic
There is so much happening in
publishing format. We are still
the ITSM world and this year
looking at the options and it will
has started with a bang. You will
be a series of steps to get it to
see a separate news item in
where we want it – which is a
this issue that outlines a formal
fully interactive service capable
agreement with HDAA to have
of being received and read on
them involved in our annual
all sorts of electronic platforms
National Conference and Expo
and fully integrated with our
which this year takes us to the
social media channels – but the
nation’s capital.
work has begun.
HDAA has had a presence
at our conference for several
years as a sponsor and through
providing presenters of help
desk and support services
related breakout sessions. This
year there is a more formal
arrangement where there will
be a whole stream devoted to
this sector of the ITSM industry
which is complementary to the
traditional service management
focus of itSMF.
This arrangement represents
a true win-win proposition
for both independent
industry associations but
more importantly, it will allow
both to enhance the value of
membership while also adding
another dimension to our
already great annual event.
HDAA members will for the
first time come together for
a national conference with a
stream dedicated entirely to
expanding their knowledge of
theories, practicalities, trends
and forecasts relating to best
practice service desk and
support services.
I also have to take this
opportunity to acknowledge
a few changes in the office
bearers at the State Branch
level of our organisation. In
South Australia, Nick Kervin has
completed his tenure as branch
Chair with Gavin Hedrick now
taking over the role.
Similarly, in other chapters,
Rose Dyson (Victoria) and
Nick Laggar (Tasmania) have
both stepped aside as state
Chairs and have been replaced
by Candice Walker and John
Ettershank respectively. In
Western Australia, Angela
Erasmus has taken up the vacant
position of Chair for that branch.
On behalf of the organisation,
I sincerely thank the three
outgoing office bearers who
made significant contributions to
the Forum over many years and
welcome the new State Branch
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Once complete, it will
represent a great step forward
for what is already regarded as
a terrific communication service.
Meanwhile, work continues on
developing a suitable application
of the Skills Framework for
the Information Age (SFIA)
within itSMF operations. This
skills assessment framework has
become quite popular in the UK
with many organisations using
it as a means for rating existing
staff and new candidates thereby
helping individuals to identify
job suitability and broaden their
training and career opportunities.

Conference Preparations Gather Momentum

With around six months left to go until
LEADit 2013, itSMF Australia’s 16th National
Conference and Expo, there has been plenty of
work completed to make sure that this event
continues to be Australia’s most valuable
ITSM event for sponsors and delegates.
This year’s event at the
National Convention Centre
in Canberra from 7-9 August
will be the largest event in
2013 that is 100 per cent
focused on the theories and
practicalities of IT service
management. Here is a
rundown of what has been
happening.
Sponsorship Prospectus
now available
As the leading IT Service
Management event in
Australia, LEADit 2013 is
the only ITSM Conference
with the success, maturity
and profile to attract quality
delegates, speakers and
sponsors.
For 2013, we are introducing a
passport system to encourage
delegates to visit your stand
and will be offering extended
marketing, social media and
digital media opportunities
before, during and after the
Conference to maximise
exposure for your products
and services.

Call for Speakers
now out
The Conference Committee
has also now finalised the
theme and stream definitions
for LEADit 2013 and
distributed its formal Call for
Speakers. This year’s theme
is: ‘Service Management in a
Connected World’.
To continue our commitment
to programming excellence,
we are looking for unique and
original content and therefore
preference will be weighted
toward presentations that
have not already been given
at other Service Management
conferences in Australia during
2013 (other than itSMFA State
Branch events).
The streams for LEADit 2013
are as follows:
1. Service Management
101 – Plug in to Service
Management (Beginner)
2. Service Support – Connect
the Dots (HDAA / Trainer /
Service Desk)
3. Process, Pitfalls and Tips –
Close the Loop (Practitioner)

along with your biography
and photo for consideration
by the Conference Program
Committee. Queries should
be directed to michelle.
stewart@itsmf.org.au. If you
have any queries about the
Stream topics, contact barbara.
hines@itsmf.org.au.
First Keynote
announced
Social media and ITSM expert,
Chris Dancy will be returning
for LEADit 2013 with a brand
new Keynote presentation
titled: ‘Business as Unusual, The
War for Corporate Culture’.
His abstract for this Keynote
session is as follows:
“From civilisations to thriving
organisations, humanity has
been defined by its culture.
Polite society defines culture
as a state of balance between
the arts, sciences and a pursuit
of the humanities.
Organisationally, culture
translates very differently.
Corporate culture has long
been heralded as the key to
successful change, leadership
and a host of other maturities
that exist in an analyst vacuum.
What does it mean to have a
healthy organisational culture?,
what defines that health?,
and how do you achieve it?
Now that the enterprise has
been defined and knowledge
workers transformed, how
will we know when we
have ‘arrived’? Is culture a
destination or a journey?”

his futuristic visions for IT.
ITSM Industry Awards
The Gala Dinner at LEADit
2013 will once again be where
the Annual itSMF Industry
Awards for Excellence in
IT Service Management are
presented. These prestigious
awards recognise and
honour organisations who
have achieved extraordinary
success from innovative and
effective IT best practices.
Nominations for the itSMF
Awards are now open and
will be accepted from any
Australian organisation, whether
or not they are itSMF members.
The award criteria and judging
for each category are clearly
defined, with nominations
assessed by an impartial
panel of judges drawn from
experienced itSMF members.
Awards by Category
1. ITSM Project of the
Year 2013
2. Innovation of the Year 2013
3. Service Desk Team Project
of the Year 2013
4. Whitepaper of the
Year 2013
For more information about
the nomination process,
judging criteria and the
presentation ceremony, see
the Awards section of the
itSMFA website (www.itsmf.
org.au/awards). If you have
any specific queries relating to
Awards submissions, contact
tania.evans@itsmf.org.au.

It represents yet another
opportunity for us to extend
the value of membership.

The 2013 Prospectus is
now available. It outlines
sponsorship category packages
and all of the corresponding
category benefits.

We are also deep in planning
to make this year’s National
Conference and Expo even
bigger and better than
ever before with the new
arrangement with HDAA the
first of many announcements
that will make attendance in
Canberra from 7-9 August
even more valuable.

You can get a copy of the
Prospectus by contacting
sponsor@itsmf.org.au or
michelle.stewart@itsmf.org.
au. If you want to discuss
your options, please email
our itSMF Marketing and
Sponsorship Manager on
barbara.hines@itsmf.org.au.

We have issued the call for
speakers and the sponsorship
prospectus which outlines the
processes for getting involved
in Australia’s biggest ITSM
annual event. Now is the time
to put the event into your
diaries and start considering
whether you would like to put
yourself forward as a speaker
or market your company’s
products and services to our
burgeoning community of
ITSM experts, practitioners and
decision makers.

Claire Brereton Honoured as ACS Fellow

I hope you are all as enthusiastic
as I am for what the next 12
months will unveil and note that
my lines of communication are
always open to any feedback
you have about how we as an
organisation can further enhance
the value of your membership.
Kathryn Heaton
Chair – itSMF Australia

itSMF Australia Board member,
Claire Brereton has been
honoured for her work in the IT
industry with the announcement
of her elevation to Fellow of The
Australian Computer Society
(ACS).
In its citation for Brereton’s
“distinguished contribution to
the industry”, ACS paid tribute
to her extensive experience
in ITSM and her work in
relation to the development of
international standards. Brereton,
who serves as Standards
Director on the itSMFA Board,
was humble in her appraisal of
receiving the honour of being
elevated to the ACS peerage.

4. Leading People – Engage Your
Network (Staff Manager/CIO)
5. Governance and Security –
Don’t Cut the Blue Wire
(Specialist/Manager/CIO)
6. Architecture, Innovation
and Measurement – AIM
High for the Next Big Thing
(Innovator/CIO/CEO
Your formal Submission should
be sent to speaker@itsmf.
org.au as soon as possible

“The ACS is on a drive for
more members, in particular
more female members,”
Brereton said. “So I was asked
to apply by a couple of people
here in Queensland.
“Certainly if my appointment
was true to type, they need
a few more women as
there were seven men and
myself appointed during the
ceremony. The honour is a nice
recognition of the outcomes
from my passion for ITSM.
It was based mainly on my
contribution to IT tandards,
although there is a nod to my
paid ‘day job’ too.”

Most people know Chris
through his @servicesphere
Twitter account or as the host
of the US edition of the ITSM
Weekly, the podcast which is
syndicated to 30,000 listeners
monthly. His name and avatar
are synonymous with social
media for IT, edutainment and

All your conference
information including
registration, accommodation,
social events and program
details will be posted online
as it becomes available in the
lead-up to LEADit 2013. See
www.itsmf.org.au/conference.

BOOK REVIEW

BY KAREN FERRIS
itSMF AUSTRALIA BOARD MEMBER, DIRECTOR OF PUBLICATIONS

Title: Building an ITIL® - based Service Management Department
Authors: Malcolm Fry
Audience: IT Service Managers
tasked with building a service management
department
Coverage: This book discusses how
to build a well-constructed Service
Management Department (SMD) by
following nine steps. It discusses:
• the preparation needed before
embarking on the project to build a
SMD;
• how to define departmental parameters;
• identifying ITIL fundamental and nonfundamental tasks which will form the
building blocks of the department;
• how to group these into packs of tasks
which will determine the departmental
structure;
• how to construct the department;
• creating the organisational plans
and charts;
• resourcing the department.
The book provides guidance on preparing
a phased implementation plan and
templates to assist along the way.
Level: Intermediate – advanced.
Bookstore Link:
http://www.itsmf.org.au/bookstore

Karen’s Comment:
I have a few issues with this publication but that is not to say that it does not have
a place on the desk of anyone tasked with implementing a service management
department or service management office as it tends to be referred to today.
The publication is based on ITIL 2007 but that should not deter from its value.
It is statements such as “It is the responsibility of the change manager to ensure that
changed services remain conformant” under a discussion about service adherence to a
standard or legislation that I have issue with. In my world, the responsibility lies with the
service owner and not the change manager.
When defining the departmental parameters, the author provides an example of a
mission statement, which I believe, is a mission statement for the project and not for the
SMD as intended.
I would also challenge some of the grouping of tasks, which drive the departmental
structure. For example, I would not put incident and problem Management into the same
department as history shows that the problem management resources get absorbed into
incident management and the former disappears.
However I must point out that the author does say: “You may not agree with some of
the Associated Fundamental Task Packs or their contents; indeed, you may want to take
a completely different approach. Keep an open mind – the AFTPs here are examples to
help you, rather than concrete recommendations”.
So there is acknowledgement that there may be disagreement with the suggested
groupings.

Build your Service
Management
capability with DDLS
Gain core skills and give
yourself a solid advantage.

The book does provide a structured approach, which will help anyone tasked with building
a SMD focus on requirements and ensure that key aspects are not overlooked. It provides
numerous templates to help build the department and checklists to validate that the
correct decisions have been made.

At DDLS we offer courses which
build immediately usable skills to
help you get the most out of your

I would recommend this book to anyone attempting to build a SMD but advise that
they are not influenced by the examples in the book but come up with their own
departmental structure following the 9 steps outlined in the book. The author does state
that this should be the case and I would just be increasing awareness of that statement.

Service Management approach.
Course categories include:

Rating:

★★★







Contd from page 3

YOUR IT Service
Management
Antipodean
Podcast

Greg Porter (LEFT) is joined by HDAA’s Simone Moore
and Iain Maitland as they launch the collaborative effort
to enhance LEADit 2013.
“It will allow both of us to spread member funds further
through sharing the costs of staging a single National
Conference rather than two separate events. It also means
that we both have greater access to the broad body of
knowledge and professional networks created in the past by
itSMF and HDAA.”

Listen to your ITSM Antipodean
Podcast crew – Karen Ferris, Andrew Friar,
Tristan Boot, Simone Moore – and special
guests talk about all things service management.
Listen, download or subscribe to the monthly podcast
on iTunes at itunes.apple.com/au/podcast/itsm-weeklyantipodean-edition/id424271812
or listen/download at Soundcloud - soundcloud.com/itsmweekly.

State Branch Seminars Prove Their Value
Contd from page 1
“We have been thrilled with
the quality of speakers and
lively professional engagement
that have become a key
component of State Branch
Seminars all over the
country,” Clarke said. “Our
State Branch committees
have really stepped up the
quality of their local events
over the last 18 months and
they have put in place KPIs
and objectives to ensure their

value will be even further
enhanced during 2013.
“In addition to being a fantastic
opportunity to learn and meet
like-minded ITSM professionals,
these regional events are also
where all members have the
chance to start contributing to
the operation of the Forum
and the direction of the
industry through committees
and Special Interest Groups.
“Just getting involved in

the conversations at State
Branch Seminars, sharing your
experiences with others and
learning from those around you
is also helping to create the sort
of collaborative environment
that facilitates performance
improvement right across the
ITSM community.
“If you have never been to a
State Branch Seminar, 2013
should be the year that you
come along and check them
out. I assure you, it will be a







ITIL®
Project Management
Business Analysis
Agile
Cultural Change Management
Professional Development

Customised solutions
with a Service
Management focus
We can customise any of our
courses to meet your needs.
We’ll use our experience of
training over 12,000 ITIL®
students to deliver programs
that complement existing
practices and frameworks.

valuable experience and one
that you will want to continue
being a part of.”
Following are the dates for
State Branch Seminars for
2013 as they are currently
known. For more information
about events being hosted
by your State Branch, keep
an eye on the itSMF Australia
website (www.itsmf.org.
au/events) or contact the
National Office in Melbourne
on (03) 9879 5466.

1800 U LEARN (1800 853 276)

www.ddls.com.au

Seminar Dates 2013
State

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

ACT

Thu 14-Mar

Thu 6-Jun

Thu 17-Oct

Thu 5-Dec

NSW

Thu 21-Mar

Thu 30-May

Thu 5-Sep

Thu 28-Nov

QLD

Wed 13-Mar

Wed 12-Jun

Wed 11-Sep

Wed 4-Dec

SA

Wed 20-Mar

Thu 23-May

Thu 19-Sep

Thu 21-Nov

TAS

Wed 6-Mar

Wed 26-Jun

Wed 4-Sep

Wed 4-Dec

VIC

Wed 20-Mar

Wed 29-May (AM)

Wed 11-Sep

Wed 27-Nov (AM)

WA

Tue 12-Mar

Tue 14-May

Tue 3-Sep (AM)

Tue 12-Nov

ITIL® is a Registered Trade Mark of the Office of Government Commerce in the United Kingdom and other countries
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BYOD

Does
represent an
IT Service Management

challenge?

With the increasing adoption of personal devices such as smart phones and tablet PCs as
technology tools in the enterprise environment, what challenges does this create for traditional,
framework-based ITSM processes? Allowing employees to undertake some critical work tasks on the
devices of their choice can fundamentally change the level of control that an ITSM practice can have over
technology used by an organisation. Are the challenges worth it and how do you keep it under control?

There is no denying that
the emergence of the Bring
Your Own Device (BYOD)
phenomenon in enterprise IT
is an increasingly relevant issue
for IT departments. However,
what are the implications
for ITSM operations where
logic suggests it has to be
embraced as it is only going to
become more prevalent.
Opinions vary on just what
the relationship between ITSM
and BYOD is but most would
agree with Ms Lee Ward,
vice president and general
manager, IT outsourcing,
Unisys Asia Pacific when she
said that it is “an unstoppable
trend”. However, as Ward
added “that doesn’t mean it is
unmanageable”.
Interestingly, according to the
2012 Unisys Consumerisation
of IT research (conducted by
Forrester), compared to 2011,
IT support for company-owned
smartphones and tablets in
Australian organisations has
nearly doubled, but support
for BYO devices has decreased
significantly.
“Perhaps this is because
there are some fundamental
differences between how
employees and the IT
department view IT support
requirements for BYO
devices,” Ms Ward said of
the Forrester research. “The
study found 52 per cent of
Australian IT and business
decision-makers believe that
employees who encounter
trouble with their personallyowned devices are most likely
to contact the IT department.
“However, the same report
showed that 60 per cent of
Australian employees say they
are most likely to troubleshoot
the problem themselves. A
further 14 per cent say they
will ask a friend. BYO devices
won’t necessarily create the
strain that IT departments fear.”
Farzad Parsi, a Consultant
with ProActive Services
said the rising number
of companies offering, or
planning to offer, BYOD
flexibility as well as the cold
hard fact that Apple shipped
more iPads in two years than
Macs over 20 years means
that it is an unstoppable force.
“These trends are evidence
that whether allowed or not,
the majority of employees
prefer to use their own
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computing devices for
personal and work-related
purposes,” Parsi said. “Many
organisations recognise this
as an opportunity to keep
up with the trends, improve
productivity, attract and retain
talent and reduce hardware,
software and support costs.
“While these benefits look
very appealing, the risks and
complexities of managing the
new paradigm of a diverse
range of devices demand due
diligence and consideration
of contributing factors at
the strategic, tactical and
operational levels.”
Impacts across
the lifecycle
Karen Ferris, director of ITSM
consulting company, Macanta
said that BYOD has an impact
on ITSM processes and
operations right across the
service lifecycle outlined in the
ITIL best practice framework.
“For instance, Service
Strategy needs to consider
the adoption of BYOD in the
organisation,” Ferris said. “It may
not be appropriate to every
organisation and it may not be
appropriate to every employee
within the organisation but
careful consideration needs to
be given to the ramifications
of a BYOD strategy including
security, legal, financial, HR
and the need to maintain
productivity and meet service
level agreements.
“Meanwhile the Service
Portfolio approach of ‘define,
analyse, approve and charter’
needs to be applied to
BYOD as it does to any other
service under consideration
as a potential service offered
by the organisation. The
implications for Service Desk
and support also have to be
considered. Each of the ITSM
processes has to be adopted
and adapted to manage the
implications of BYOD.”
Ian Jansen, CIO of IT services
provider, Dimension Data,
cited his own organisation’s
approach to applying BYOD
policy internally as an example
of the challenges involved.
“When we started our internal
BYOD journey, we realised
we needed to create policies
and processes to manage
BYOD which is quite foreign to
traditional IT,” Jansen said. “The
method which controlled our

environment no longer sufficed;
yet the fundamental need to
secure, manage, support and
service was still there.
“Generally people think of
BYOD in terms of devices. In
reality, BYOD is also a change
to applications, processes and
the overall experience that
employees have. It changes the
way we deploy infrastructure
and services and ultimately how
we manage and operate IT.
Having a framework like ITSM
to manage the BYOD challenge
is incredibly useful.”
Andrew Talbot, BMC Software’s
ITSM Specialist said BYOD is
“an enabler that should be
embraced” when it comes to
the art of good practice ITSM.
“Effective ITSM practices will
become even more important
to ensure the benefits of
BYOD and mobility are
realised,” Talbot said. “The desire
to allow staff to participate in
ITSM processes via their mobile
devices is actually currently
driving a lot of ITSM strategies
in a large proportion of our
customer base.
“The consumerisation of IT
is already here. Attempting to
hold it back only pits IT against
employees and in that scenario
everyone loses.”
Not a free for all
It goes without saying that
BYOD is a not a free-forall policy where anything
goes. ProActive Services’
Parsi strongly recommended
that IT Strategy should be
revisited including a new
“Strategy Management for IT
Services” process and a defined
organisation-wide BYOD policy.
“In order to meet the business
requirements and outcomes,
you have to identify what
forms of BYOD services will
be offered and to which target
users,” Parsi said. “In addition,
you have to define a strategy
for the management of those
services and the whole BYOD
paradigm.
“At the strategic level,
decisions need to be made as
to which devices are allowed
and how you manage them.
Who pays for the equipment
and applications? Will the
Service Desk support the
employee owned devices (and
to what level?)
“Other matters like HR, legal
and compliance issues should

also be taken into consideration
very carefully and incorporated
into the BYOD policy.”
Macanta’s Ferris offered, as
an example, that “BYOD as
a service” would need to
be included as part of the
service catalogue while there
will be changes to a range of
other processes to reflect the
changing environment.
“It will have associated service
levels managed via service
level management,” Ferris said.
“Change management will be
key in ensuring that changes do
not compromise the security
around BYOD and therefore
increase risk.
“Service asset and configuration
management can be used to
record details of employees
who have signed up for BYOD
and the associated policy.
Supplier management may have
to manage additional suppliers
if third party support for BYOD
devices is put in place.
“Meanwhile, Security
management will be key
while there will also need to
be clear communication about
what service is provided by
the Service Desk and support
teams for BYOD through
incident management and
request fulfilment. There is no
right or wrong answer but
the ITSM practices will need
to be adapted to manage the
situation.”
Not a threat
Dimension Data’s Jansen was
adamant that ITSM is “more
important than ever” when it
comes to BYOD policy and
support but the best practice
management of services is in no
way threatened by the changing
tools wielded by users.
“For instance, SLA’s need to
be very clear on what we
support on a person’s BYO
Device and what we don’t,” he
said. “Another good example
is capacity planning where
we take into account the
new infrastructure needed to
manage personal devices.
“In order for BYOD to work,
you need to have extremely
well implemented policies
and processes, without them
you can’t provide the level of
service required to make it
successful. At the end of the
day, BYOD will probably force
a better ITSM practice.”
Jansen said that there are also
ITSM implications that will stem
from the fact that many users

will want to “bring” along more
than one of their own devices.
“The era of one person
one computer is gone,” he
said. “The ITSM practice
will need to understand
these fundamental shifts and
accommodate them. A good
example of this is where a
policy may allow any number
and type of BYO devices.
“This leads to provisioning
multiple devices onto multiple
systems, which could lead to
supporting all these devices
with commitments that might
not have been intended.”
Productivity
improvements
BMC’s Talbot believes the
increases in productivity from
BYOD are significant and
obvious for organisations with
mature ITSM programs.
“The key thing is to ensure
that processes around
service request and incident
management are still followed,”
Talbot said. “Mobility just
provides easier access to
effectively participate in those
ITSM processes.
“Companies without in-depth
ITSM practices will not realise
the benefits of BYOD and it
does have the potential to make
communication less effective.
For example if incorrect/notup-to date data is provided to
an employee who is out in the
field, which they subsequently
act upon, it has the potential to
reduce productivity rather than
enhance it.
“Companies with ITSM best
practices in place will be
able to provide employees
with accurate information
and will realise benefits, so
BYOD is not a threat but
when approached correctly is
actually further justification for
ITSM best practice.”
What’s the policy?
Everyone spoken to for this
feature agreed that at the core
of BYOD management is a
good, defined policy statement
that applies to the use of
personal devices.
“You must build the
policy from the end-user’s
perspective,” Unisys’ Ward said.
“To develop a rational policy,
you must first understand how
your workers will use their
chosen devices on the job.
“To identify the use-case
scenarios you’ll need to

accommodate and identify the
range of issues you’ll have to
deal with so that you can align
your support resources and
solutions to be proactive.”
When drafting its BYOD policy,
Dimension Data’s CIO said his
organisation found it helpful to
try and keep things “generic
wherever possible”.
“People can be incredibly
passionate about a particular
device,” Jansen said. “Ensuring
that you don’t have to re-write
the policy each time a new
piece of technology comes
along is helpful. Our policy
contains minimum generic
requirements for smartphones,
tablets and computers.
“We are mindful that the
minimum requirements are
a combination of the device
type, model and OS version.
It is the combination of these
three aspects that determine
the device meeting minimum
corporate requirements.
Ferris said that a good BYOD
policy is no different from any
other policy in that it should be
“clear and unambiguous”.
“It should outline the
responsibility of the employee
to have suitable technology
available for work purposes
at all times they are expected
to work,” Ferris said. “It should
define minimum specifications
for hardware and operating
systems. It should be clear who
will pay for support of BYOD
devices – the organisation or
the employee.”
Just what are the
benefits?
In 2011, Citrix Systems
presented the results of their
Bring-Your-Own (BYO) Index
which revealed that 92 per
cent of IT organisations are
aware that employees are
using their own devices in the
workplace and 94 per cent
intend to have a formal BYO
policy in place by mid-2013.
Interestingly, the research found
that attracting and retaining the
highest quality talent, increased
worker productivity and
mobility and greater employee
satisfaction, as well as reducing
IT costs, are the primary drivers
of BYO adoption.
Macanta’s Ferris, agreed with
these survey results. She said
forward thinking organisations
have to allow good quality
staff and new generation
workers to work on the
devices of their choosing.

“Students leaving school and
university where they have
been able to plug in their
own devices are not going
to be satisfied if they have to
use equipment provided by
the employer and that they
are not allowed to connect
their own devices,” Ferris said.
“This will be seen as archaic,
restrictive and unsatisfactory.”
Highlighting Dimension Data’s
deployment of a BYOD policy
within its own operations as a
case study, it is interesting to
note Jansen’s comments on
the potential benefits.
“BYOD in isolation will
deliver few financial benefits
to an organisation other than
improved staff satisfaction,”
Jansen said. “Most CFOs will
argue that this is intangible.
The effort, cost and
complexities generally negate

any of the capex savings that
might be made.
“However, when BYOD is
combined with mobility, the
benefits magnify each other.
It accelerates the adoption
of mobility and removes
inflexibility in a mobility
strategy. Sometimes these
benefits are thought of only in
productivity terms, however
we have found that there are
many more.”
According to Jansen,
Dimension Data saw benefits
in flexibility of workplace and
flexible work arrangements
which saves costs in physical
office space and reduces staff
turnover with all its costs.
“IT service continuity and
business continuity is improved
because people can work
anywhere and do anything

in the event of natural and
other disasters,” he said.
“There is better access
to corporate information
regardless of location and we
believe that better decisions
are being made as anything
and everything is at anyone’s
fingertips, at any time and on
any device.
“Meanwhile, BYOD and
Mobility are very visible to
the business. IT can be seen
contributing and helping the
business and its people to be
successful and productive. This
improves the relationship with
end users and increases the
profile of IT.”
Security issues
Security concerns are often
raised as a barrier to more
organisations embracing a
broad-based BYOD strategy.

According to Unisys’ Ward this
is a legitimate argument.
“Most organisations are
relying on passwords – a
relatively primitive solution
– to secure their mobile
devices and applications,”
Ward said. “A truly effective
security approach requires a
combination of strong policy
and technology as well as the
means to enforce both.
“Organisations have to think
about security measures such
as mandatory certificates,
password, token and/or
biometric locks as well as the
use of secure VPN.”
Di Data’s Jansen said that
lots of planning is required to
circumvent security risks.
“You have to put in place
solutions to manage the
security and risks while

having these clearly defined
in the BYOD policies,” he
said. “Communication is
also important. People need
to understand how the
corporation will behave to
offset risk.

corporate device and all
the applications and data
on it. With personal devices,
it’s a different story as the
employee owns the device
as well as many of the
applications and data on it.

“The most important aspect
is to remember that BYOD is
a journey. As technologies and
processes evolve they are able
to increasingly offset existing,
new and perceived risks.
The BYOD approach can be
adjusted over time to reflect a
comfortable security posture.”

“It’s a delicate balance as IT
has to protect the employee’s
privacy with respect to these
applications and data. IT
must ensure the security and
integrity of the corporate
network and the applications
and data without infringing
on employee privacy rights.
The key is to make it easy for
users to make their devices
known to the network.”

BMC’s Talbot said security
concerns are real but not
insurmountable. “From a policy
perspective, it’s important to
understand that personally
owned technology requires a
different set of engagement
rules,” he said. “IT can exert
complete control over a
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Building Connections with a Technical Service Catalogue
The University of Melbourne is one of Australia’s leading universities.
This case study details the journey to thoroughly define the Technical
Services of the Infrastructure Group in the Information Technology
Services department.
Phase 1 – Background
We began with the task of updating SLAs to describe in clearer terms the services provided to
customers, including times for service requests, and availability commitments. In updating the
SLAs we discovered that many of the components of these services were missing or poorly
defined. Further investigation showed that this information was not well known/documented in the
organisation, and as a result one of the first tasks was to build a mapping of the technical services
to the business. This resulted in a broader understanding of our business services, and also how
our business services are underpinned by technical services within the organisation, in particular
the complex many-to-many relationships that existed in these services and the dependencies that
exist between services, e.g., the hosting business service cannot exist without the network business
service services (see Figure 1 below).

Figure 2 – Current spreadsheet to map and define Technical Services
The effort required to identify the individual tasks for each service request and the staff involved
represented a significant workload for the relevant teams. This required commitment from directors,
managers, team leaders, and operational staff. Initially some staff were hesitant, however once the
benefits became apparent staff became enthusiastic.

Figure 1 – Initial mapping of Technical to Business Services
Phase 2 – Starting out
After completing the mapping of business services to technical services, it was apparent that a lot of
knowledge had been gathered on how services were being delivered, however the documentation of this
knowledge was inconsistent throughout the organisation. In particular, there were variations in the information
recorded by different teams, format of that information, storage and accessibility of that information.
In response, we decided to undertake the preparation of a Technical service catalogue to provide a
consistent description of our technical services, identify the functional elements of those services, which
staff are involved and in which roles (service owner, support staff, etc.), and any third party involvement
(contact information, support arrangement, service obligations, etc.). In turn, we would gain a clearer
understanding of our service delivery including how individual technical services impact different
business services, which allows us to improve our support arrangements, contributes to continual
service improvement, and ultimately improve the value of our services to the customer.
During this time, the organisation was undergoing a major restructure, which highlighted a need
to identify which tasks were being completed by each technical service and who was involved in
completing those tasks (activities performed to fulfil service requests). This work was incorporated into
the development of the technical service catalogue through the preparation of a RASCI for each task.
While working with different teams to identify the tasks for each technical service, we also determined
the time required to complete those tasks. This enabled us to undertake an audit of some of the
response times indicated in our business services, in some cases improving our commitments to our
customers having confirmed the times required for constituent tasks.
Additionally, we are currently linking the tasks to the relevant Knowledge Base Articles to assist
operational staff by presenting relevant information to them when completing a task. Historically our
operational staff have found it difficult to use our Knowledge Base system effectively. By introducing
these links into the technical service catalogue, operational staff can now quickly identify the relevant
KBAs for tasks they are completing.
Challenges
When starting work on the technical service catalogue, we began by preparing a template to be
used for each technical service, identifying key data elements to be captured for each service. This
quickly became cumbersome due to the high number of technical services, resulting in duplication of
information between related services and difficulty in isolating desired information in a timely manner.
After investigating several alternatives, we concluded that a spreadsheet would provide a better format
for storing and indexing the technical services (see figure 2 below).
This made the information much more user friendly and usable by operational staff. It is expected that
this will be replaced with a database system in future to provide further enhancement to information
storage, indexing, and retrieval by staff.

Benefits
As a service provider, our commitment is to provide value to our customers, and the development of the
technical service catalogue is helping us achieve this goal. These changes have resulted in an improved
experience for customers contacting our service desk. The responding service desk agent can now
quickly identify the task required and assign the request to the correct team. In turn, having operational
staff use the KBAs ensures requests are resolved consistently, correctly, and within allocated times. In
addition, if escalation is required, the operational staff will refer to the technical service catalogue to
identify the correct team to escalate to.
Operationally, we can provide better knowledge transfer from high level staff through to front line staff
by knowing who owns that task – the accountable team provides the documentation and support
for the lower level teams. Additionally, by having the task properly defined and documented, simpler
tasks can be handed over to lower level staff where appropriate. This in turn increases the number of
service requests that can be resolved at first point of contact.
Our management processes are also improved through the development of the technical service
catalogue. Recruitment of new staff is simplified as we are able to quickly and easily identify the
required skillset for a position. New staff also reach productivity quickly as the tasks they are required
to perform are properly documented and easily found through the technical service catalogue.
As time progresses, further benefits are being realised. Recently, we have identified an application of
the technical service catalogue for projects teams. When projects are handed over to operations, the
inclusion of task breakdowns linked to relevant KBAs ensures that staff are able to immediately begin
delivering a new service effectively.
Phase 3 – Future state
Currently we measure the delivery of our services at the service request level. In future we will
be able to break this down to individual tasks. In turn, this will highlight opportunity for service
improvement, where problematic tasks can be identified and improvements focused. Furthermore
we will be able to undertake more detailed analysis of resourcing for delivery of technical services,
including highlighting any underperforming areas.
By having our technical services in our service management tool, we can determine any impacts a change
to a technical service will have on business services. Additionally, our change management processes will
be improved as changes can be flagged to technical services rather than just business services.
We will continue to expand the information stored in the technical services catalogue to ensure all
information related to a technical service can be located quickly and easily. In particular, we will soon
introduce information regarding underpinning contracts, warrantees, and support arrangements. We
will also be identifying tasks which require change management approval before proceeding.
In general, the development of the technical services catalogue is improving the dissemination of
knowledge throughout the organisation, with respect to how we deliver our services and providing
new opportunities to improve the value of our services and customer experiences.
Article written by Karen Barber, Service Delivery Manager, Information Technology
Services, University of Melbourne. She can be contacted via: k.barber@unimelb.edu.au.
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Blinded by our own success
– championing Service
Catalogues outside of IT
The ITSM community is well versed with the benefits of adopting a
service based approach within their IT environments and many have
already adopted it. Dowling Consulting has assisted many clients
with their transition to becoming less transactional IT focused to
providing more service-centric IT offerings to internal (and external)
customers. This has been achieved by implementing Business and
Technical Service catalogues and by defining IT service requests that
focus on our clients’ customers rather than technical IT transactions.
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• Service costs were being managed through a tailored Model
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UniCo’s Division of Services is now equipped with a costed service
offering, an understanding of its value proposition (i.e. appreciation
of performance and quality parameters), a ‘service’ mentality and
engaged customers.

Our Approach
Step 1 Understand the customer perspective
We engaged in stakeholder workshops to determine how school
Principals and school Business Managers ‘saw’ the HR services –
these were documented and validated.

The UniCo IT Branch gained considerable kudos from this project
and are now seen as the innovators in the services based approach.

Step 2 Build a service catalogue
Services were initially captured as “mind-maps” – this allowed
for a good visual representation of the grouping of business and
technical services in a manner which was easy to understand for
EducationCo and its customers.

Case Study 2 – EducationCo:
The second example is still in the education sector – but this time
a state government department.
Dowling was engaged by the EducationCo’s HR group to advise on a
shared service model for their payroll services. A stalemate had been
reached in negotiations between the service provider and potential
recipient department over levels of service and commitments.

We also agreed on a common service profile. This ensured a
consistent look and feel for the service catalogue

And what was our response to this situation? Again we proposed
a Service Catalogue that clearly defined EducationCo’s HR services
– more importantly as their customers see them.

Results
The shared service customers
were much more comfortable
about the services they were
going to receive, what they
were not going to receive and
critically their responsibilities.

EducationCo	
  HR	
  Services	
  
Advisory	
  Service
SR	
  1.1	
  Recruitment	
  Program	
  Delivery

Worksafe	
  Insurance	
  Agent

SR	
  1.2	
  Scholarship	
  Contract	
  Provision	
  

SCC	
  1.1	
  Leadership

SCC	
  2.1	
  Talent	
  Management

SR	
  2.1	
  Vacancy	
  Management	
  and	
  
Recruitment	
  Consultancy

SCC	
  3.1	
  Employee	
  Engagement

Medical	
  Advisory	
  Service

SR	
  2.2	
  Priority	
  Status	
  Administration

Employee	
  Assistance	
  Program

SR	
  2.3	
  Liaison	
  with	
  the	
  Victorian	
  Institute	
  
of	
  Teaching	
  (VIT)	
  Registration

Schools	
  Recruitment	
  
Unit	
  Services

WorkSafe
Conflict	
  Resolution	
  

This provided the previously
missing framework, for SLA
discussions. Negotiations
around the SLA were brought
up to a higher (and more
useful level) – one all parties
had a clear understanding of
the service offering.

SR	
  2.4	
  	
  Recruitment	
  System	
  Support
SR	
  3.1	
  Principal	
  Class	
  Officer	
  (PCO)	
  and	
  
Executive	
  Class	
  Contract	
  Production

ESW	
  7.1	
  Manager	
  Assist

Strategy,	
  Capability	
  
and	
  Culture

Employee	
  Assistance	
  
and	
  Health

SH	
  1.1	
  Client	
  Support	
  and	
  Consultancy	
  
Service

Schools	
  HR	
  Services

SH	
  2.1	
  Payroll	
  Management
SH	
  3.1	
  Leave	
  Management
SH	
  4.1	
  Service	
  History

People	
  and	
  Productivity
	
  Division

CE	
  1.1	
  Execution	
  of	
  and	
  advice	
  on	
  the	
  
Employment	
  Limitation	
  Policy

CH	
  1.1	
  Recruitment	
  and	
  Selection
CE	
  2.1	
  Execution	
  and	
  advice	
  on	
  the	
  
Employment	
  Suitability	
  Policy

Conduct	
  and	
  Ethics	
  
Branch

CE	
  3.1	
  Provision	
  of	
  advice,	
  on	
  
misconduct,	
  complaints	
  and	
  
unsatisfactory	
  performance

CH	
  1.2	
  New	
  Hire	
  Processing

EducationCo
	
  HR

CH	
  1.3	
  Secondment	
  and	
  Transfers

Corporate	
  HR	
  Services

CH	
  1.4	
  Terminations

Policy	
  and	
  Employee	
  
Relations	
  Branch

Legal	
  Division

CH	
  2.1	
  Payroll	
  Management
CH	
  3.1	
  Records	
  Maintenance	
  and	
  
Integrity

HR	
  Services	
  Branch

CH	
  3.2	
  Employee	
  and	
  Manager	
  Self	
  Service
CH	
  4.1	
  Standard	
  and	
  Ad	
  Hoc	
  Reporting
LD	
  1.1	
  Legal	
  Support	
  for	
  HR

CH	
  4.2	
  Audit	
  Information	
  and	
  Reporting

PER	
  1.1	
  Current	
  information	
  about	
  HR	
  
policies	
  and	
  practice

CH	
  5.1	
  Client	
  Relationship	
  Management
PER	
  2.1	
  Provision	
  of	
  industrial	
  services

PER	
  3.1	
  Provision	
  of	
  a	
  high-‐level	
  
consultancy	
  service	
  on	
  complex	
  HR	
  
issues

Recruitment,	
  Induction	
  and	
  Separation

HR	
  Shared	
  Services

Employee	
  Records	
  and	
  Administration
Reporting	
  and	
  Audit
User	
  Requests	
  and	
  Contract	
  Management
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• Particularly at UniCo, IT played a leading role in the initiative,
their catalogue was a template for the other branches and they
are now looked to as the innovators in this area.
• In both cases, customers are now presented with a consistent
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the ITSM best practice
approach was validated
with critical stakeholders
outside of IT.

potential

Article written by Ed Broome, Managing Consultant,
Dowling Consulting. He can be contacted via:
Ed.Broome@dowlingconsulting.biz.
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ALC TRAINING
The region’s most comprehensive provider of
certification training in IT Service Management,
Project Management, Governance and Standards,
IT Security and IT Management.
Contact: Lisa Reed
Phone: 1300 767 592
Email: lisa@alc-group.com
Web: www.alctraining.com.au
APMG-AUSTRALASIA
APMG-Australasia is a high quality, worldwide
accreditation and certification organisation.
Contact us to train or consult in PRINCE2, ITIL,
MSP, Agile Project Management, PPM maturity
assessments, Change Management, Managing
Benefits, ISO/IEC 20000, and now COBIT 5.
Contact: Mark Croxford
Phone: 0447 470 330
Email: mark.croxford@apmg-international.com
Web: http://www. apmg-international.com
AXIOS SYSTEMS PTY LTD
Axios Systems is a leading provider of best
practice, ITIL-based, IT Service Management
solutions. Our customer-centric approach
combined with our award-winning solutions
ensures customers worldwide can align their IT
service provision with the overall business goals.
Contact: Mr. David Lloyd - Sales Manager
(Asia Pacific Region)
Phone: (03) 9093 2100
Email: assystau@axiossystems.com
Web: www.axiossystems.com

DIMENSION DATA LEARNING
SOLUTIONS
DDLS is an experienced and prominent IT
Service Management training provider. Our
ITIL® facilitators are certified and practising
ITSM professionals with over 90 years collective
industry intelligence, experience in both
facilitating and real world ITIL® implementation
and consulting. We have trained over 11 000
ITIL® students and surpass industry standard in
pass rates.
As the largest IT training organisation in
the country, DDLS also has a wide range of
PRINCE2® Project Management, Business
Analysis, Professional Development and Technical
training courses available.
Contact: Tony Been
Phone: 1800 U LEARN (1800 853 276)
Email: training@didata.com.au
Web: http://www.ddls.com.au/
GEN-I TRAINING
(PINK ELEPHANT’S PORTFOLIO)
Provide’s ITIL Training at all levels, including
Foundation through to Expert for individuals
as well as groups on site. In addition to world
class training Gen-i Training also conducts
Maturity Assessments and Roadmaps for IT
Improvement Initiatives.
Contact: Rachel Pennings
Phone: 02 9009 9012
Email: pinkelephant@gen-i.com.au
Web: www.gen-itraining.com.au
HARBOUR IT

Harbour IT provides technology solutions to
organisations across Australia, including Managed
Working with external and in-house service
Services, Infrastructure and Networking, Cloud
providers, we measure, monitor and benchmark
	
  
Computing and Resourcing.
customer satisfaction with the delivery of
Contact: Scott Newell
IT and shared services. Our benchmarking
1300P737
198
database enables industry
comparison
including of	
  Contact:
Figure	
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  Service	
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Email: enquiries@harbourit.com.au
in-house/outsource and onshore/offshore
service delivery models.
Web: http://www.harbourit.com.au
CCI CONSULTING

ITSM REPORTING SERVICES

SOLISMA

Through our excellent people, well defined
processes and automated reporting software
“Captell”, we have the solution to your IT
service management reporting requirements.
Contact: Adrian Heald
Phone: 0411 238 755
Email: info@reportingservices.com
Web: www.reportingservices.com

Solisma is a leading provider of integrated
Service Management solutions that equip and
enable you to deliver real business value from
IT. We offer a complete range of assessment,
consulting and education services that provide
you with a clear path to achieving business
service excellence through the effective use of
leading frameworks and standards such as ITIL
and ISO/IEC 20000.
Contact: Michael Nyhuis
Ph: 1300 765 436
Email: info@solisma.com
Web: www.solisma.com

KINETIC IT
‘Kinetic IT is one of Australia’s leading enterprise
managed services providers, supporting
complex ICT infrastructures, critical data and
multi-layered environments both nationally and
internationally. We have over 15 years of ITIL
experience under our belt and offer accredited
ITIL training that’s highly interactive and
applicable to IT environments across all sectors. ‘
Contact: Simon Dorst
Phone: 1300 782 072
Email: training@kineticit.com.au
Web: www.kineticit.com.au

Suntree Group is your first choice for business
and IT process consulting, assessments,
performance, training and managed services.
Contact: Gregg Holden
Phone: 1300 00 ITIL (1300 00 4845)
Email: enquiry@suntreegroup.com.au
Web: www.suntreegroup.com.au

PROACTIVE SERVICES

UXC CONSULTING

ProActive provides a comprehensive suite of
consulting and education services designed to
help organisations transform the business of IT.
Email info@proactiveservices.com.au
Web www.proactiveservices.com.au
Phone: 1300 880 855

Accelerate your capability across the IT service
lifecycle by partnering with UXC Consulting.

PRD HELPMASTER
PRD Software is an Australian company based
in Canberra that has been developing helpdesk
software and solutions for the ITSM industry
since 1996. Available in both Windows + Web,
HelpMaster is used worldwide for IT helpdesk,
customer service and facilities management.
Contact: Rod Weir
Phone: +61 2 6278 4664
Email: sales@prdsoftware.com.au
Web: www.helpmasterpro.com

How does your service delivery measure up?
Contact: Andrea Murray
Phone: 03 8637 1200
service	
  Email:
customers	
  
were	
  much	
  more	
  comfortable	
  about	
  the	
  services	
  they	
  were	
  going	
  to	
  
info@cciconsulting.com.au
Web: www.cciconsulting.com.au

at	
  they	
  were	
  not	
  going	
  to	
  receive	
  and	
  critically	
  their	
  responsibilities.	
  

SUNTREE GROUP

We have the most experienced IT Management
Consulting and Education team, providing
insightful guidance and practical implementation
approaches utilising current best practices
adapted to your organisation.
Contact: Natalie Drane
Phone: 1300 678 426
Email: info@uxcconsulting.com.au
Web: www.uxcconsulting.com.au

If you would like to include your
organisation in the “Products
and Services Directory”
please contact the National office.
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Building a Self-Sustaining

e-Recycling model

in a Government Organisation
“In 2007-08 a total
of 138 000 tonnes
of new television,
computers and
computer products
were sold in
Australia. In that
same year 106 000
tonnes (16.8 million
units) were disposed
of. Only 10 per
cent (by weight) of
these products were
recycled with the
remainder to landfill.
The volume
of televisions
and computers
reaching the end
of their useful
life is expected to
increase to 181 000
tonnes or 44 million
units by 2027-28”
(http://www.
environment.gov.
au/settlements/
waste/ewaste/
publications/pubs/
fs-recyclers.pdf)
Background
The New South Wales
Department of Education and
Communities (NSW DEC)
consists of 2250 schools,
130 TAFE campuses and
many administrative sites.
Northern Sydney is one
of 10 geographically based
Regions and comprises 167
schools and 4 corporate/
administrative offices. In
NSW DEC approximately
50,000 new computers were
distributed to schools alone
in 2012 as part of a regular
annual rollout program.
We estimate that there is
about the same amount of
discretionary purchases of
standard computers each year.
All standard computers have
a 4 year warranty life-cycle.
Potentially across schools and
TAFE there are over 100,000
DEC computers and other
ICT related devices (switches,
printers etc.) that, if not
reused or recycled, could be
dumped as landfill annually
with associated environmental
impact for future generations.
Did you know…There are
approximately 9 million
computers in Australia and
nearly 1.6 million are being sent
to landfill each year?
Current E-Waste Issues
While there are e-waste/erecycling policies, programs

and procedures nationally, in
practice in the NSW DEC
there is little consistency,
capacity and integrity for
e-recycling – particularly for
schools. The possibility of
hard drives with confidential
student or corporate data
ending up in the wrong hands
is a high risk. Changing from a
culture of keeping computers
until they break and then
storing them in cupboards or
underneath buildings, to a 4-5
year turnaround cycle that
can maximise financial returns
and teaching and learning
opportunities with current
technology and applications is
a major challenge that can be
both commercially viable and
environmentally responsible.

The regular DEC school
computer rollout program
has for some years included a
vendor requirement to collect
desktop and laptop computers
on a one-in one-out basis
at the end of the warranty
period; this has several service
and cost constraints:

interventions to school
business over several days
or even weeks often taking
up precious teaching and
learning time – school
coordinators are usually
practicing teachers
• There are considerable
volume problems - the
current DEC one-inone-out recycling policy
covers less than half the
requirements of customers
as 50% of all computers
are discretionary purchases.
As well other e-waste such
as printers, data projectors,
Interactive Whiteboards
and network switches are
not included

• There is no consistent
model for thousands of
staff in administrative sites
• Recycling conditions are
built into the purchase
contract, but there is little
incentive for vendors to
meet their e-recycling
obligations as they are
already under immense
pressure to keep initial
purchasing and warranty
prices as low as possible to
win the contract
Northern Sydney
Schools E-Recycling
Initiative
In 2010, Northern Sydney
Region ICT team responded
to significant demand from
schools and administrative sites
for the responsible disposal
of their ICT equipment. The
results of a pilot in the 12
months to July 2011 indicated
that there was a total of 73.44
tonnes of e-waste saved
from landfill which, at
$200 per tonne, saved
$14,688 in disposal
costs alone.

• Collections are only done
once per year after a
rollout to a set schedule
and not to customer needs
• Different computer
vendors and their many
sub-contractors have
different e-waste collection
requirements – eg.
wrapping (at additional
cost), or taking back
complete computers
only and not parts such
as individual keyboards,
screens, leads etc. while
others will take any
computers or parts with
no wrapping. This leads
to inconsistent
standards, levels
of service and
accountability
• Schools are
required to
wipe the hard
disk, which adds
costs/overheads
yet does not
guarantee a clean
disk (standards
performed by
ISO accredited
vendors are to US
Dept of Defence
– DoD - standards
such that disk will be
wiped multiple times
to ensure no data is
recoverable)
• There are three stages
of a computer rollout:
delivery, installation and
e-waste collection. This
means a minimum of 3

We have developed business
relationships with two
recycling companies – both
of which are ISO certified
“Environment 14001” and
“Quality 9001” - and built an
environmentally and customer
focussed e-recycling model
that offers several benefits and
improvements:
1. Easy to use web-based
collection request form,
with prefilled fields
wherever possible
2. Recycling service reps
have been screened for
“working with children”
legal requirements ; they
carry ID and sign in and
out of the school visitor
register
3. Prompt, reliable and
courteous service all year
round at a time that suits
the customer; even new
computer packaging is
re-used and collected for
further processing
4. Secure disk wiping to DoD
specifications included at
no extra cost
5. Sensitivity to unique
school hours, holidays and
that site contacts may
be practicing teachers in
the classroom means less
disruption to our core
business – teaching and
learning
6. A database and for all asset
data including make, model,
serial number etc. as well
as recycling costs and
any financial returns from
onselling whole computers
or from parts or materials
for recycling
7. Web-based reports built
on a 3-tier database model
(Central/Region/School)
detailing all recycled assets
and the associated costs
and financial returns to the
customer or organisation
as auditable records
8. Enabling a “Just-in-Time”
model for computer
rollouts where delivery,
installation and
collection are
done in a single
process (usually
over 1-2 days),
by the same
provider for
minimal impact
and maximum
efficiency and cost
savings
9. Anticipates future
changes resulting from
the National product
stewardship legislation
(2011) – specifically the
National Television and
Computer Recycling
Scheme – and other
National or State policies
and initiatives
10. Is flexible, responsible and
sustainable

Financial returns (collection
and processing costs deducted
from reuse/recycling returns)
from more valuable justout-of-warranty laptops and
desktop computers act as an
incentive to schools who can
reinvest and benefit by having
the newest and most reliable
technology available with
the knowledge that their old
computers are being reused
or recycled with integrity.
Example: XYZ school
requests 10x5 year old laptops
to be collected. The recycling
company on-sells 9 for $70
each, and one is recycled
for parts. Apart from landfill
savings, and subtracting the $35
processing fee means about
$300 can be returned to the
school to put towards another
new laptop with 4 years
warranty.
This Regional initiative has
met with extremely positive
responses from corporate and
school customers eg.
“Hello NSR ICT,
This is GREAT! I hope that this
will be a regular service and
that we can start an e-recycling
pile for the next collection.
Please repeat the service.
Yours sincerely
School Administration Manager”
Other DEC Regions have
shown great interest in this
model, and using the success
of this case study the final step
now is for NSW Government
via the Department of
Finance and Administration to
arrange whole of government
contracts for all e-recycling
processes to be standardised.
Further Reading/
Reference
A Study of Australia’s Current
and Future E-Waste Recycling
Infrastructure Capacity and
Needs : Oct 2010
http://www.environment.
gov.au/settlements/waste/
publications/ewasteinfrastructure.html
National Waste Policy:
Less Waste, More Resources”
– TV and Computer Product
Stewardship Scheme:
March 2011
http://www.environment.gov.
au/wastepolicy
Australian Government ICT
Sustainability Plan 2010 – 2015
http://www.environment.gov.
au/sustainability/government/
ictplan/publications/plan/
section2.html
Article written by
Norman Haskell,
Technology Advisor
(Northern Sydney), NSW
Department of Education
and Communities. He can
be contacted via: Norman.
Haskell@det.nsw.edu.au.
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